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Small Wall Terminal
These installation instructions are provided as guidance for the trained craftsperson carrying out the installation.
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1. General

Warning!

If the degree of hazard of the laser/LED radiation is not known, DO NOT, for any reason, look into the fiber ends!!
Caution

The assigned degree of hazard is for the constructor/operator of the communication equipment to finally determine and to 
responsibly indicate (e.g. by affixing standards-compliant warning labels as per DIN EN /IEC 60825-1, current issue, by 
compliance with BGV B2 “Laser Radiation“, current issue). 
If the technical data should change in a way that affects the degree of hazard, the warnings must if necessary be amended 
accordingly and work safety precautions must be taken, see also e.g. DIN EN/IEC 60825-2, current issue.

The Small Wall Terminal is a very flexible product and can be deployed for both spliced and pre-connectorized 
solutions.  The housing dimensions are small but sized to ensure ease of access during assembly.

NOTE: CORNING ADAPTERS ARE RECCOMMENDED TO USE 



2. Installation of the base

Fix the SWT at the wall.

Note:
It is possible to mount it on the recessed socket or din rail using appropriate holes.
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3. Preparing the box for adapter

For the adapter version, the front wall panel needs to be removed (see pic. 2) and up to 4 adapters can be inserted. Cut 
the removable wall panel with a knife and then simply break away that section. Place an adapter into the prepared entry. 
Hinge of adapter shutter should be directed down.

4. Preparing the box for incoming cable

To mount incoming cable (with diameters up to 5mm) first knock out the relevant part of the removable sockets side then 
insert the sealing grommet and strain relief into place. To use an adapter socket as cable entry, remove the inner small 
window only (See pic 3).

5. Installing pre-conectorized cable

Mount strain relief to the cable using cable tie (see pic.4). Click the strain relief into the box. Insert connectors into the ad-
apters.
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5.1 Adapter in front position
When adapters are in front position (see pic.5) use slack storage for over length as required and insert adapters in the slots.

5.2 Adapter in back position
When adapters are in back position then two of four fibers need to change routing direction (see pic.6) and routed in to the 
slack storage, check if adapters can be mounted in sockets but don`t do it just now (see pic.7), route other two fibers into 
slack storage and put all adapters in sockets at the end (see pic.8). 
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6. Installing pigtails for splicing

Insert connectors into the adapters and put both into the sockets.
NOTE:
Pigtails should be about 120 cm length (see pic. 9).

120 cm
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6.1 Adapter in front position
When adapters are in front position use slack storage for over length, make one loop and route them to the splice tray. 
Strip 900 µm TB to bare fiber in marked point (see pic.10).
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6.2 Adapter in back position 

When adapters are in back position and more than 2 adapters are used, we recommend the following guiding. The two fibers 
on left side should change the direction (see pic.11). Guide all four fibers into the splice tray (see pic. 12). Strip 900µm to bare 
fiber in marked point (see pic.10). 

NOTE:
Pigtails should be about 120 cm length.
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Step 1:

Wipe ferrule with lint-free tissue soaked in 99% pure isopropyl 
alcohol.

Connector Cleaning:

Step 2:

Wipe ferrule with dry tissue.

Step 3:

Blow ferrule dry with compressed air before installation.

Connector Care:

Always protect ferrule with dust cap
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7. Installing cable for splicing

Remove jacket on the cable about 120 cm from the end. 

Install strain relief on the cable using cable tie and put assembly in the prepared cable entry (see pic. 4).

Guiding Bracket
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If using entry from the bottom of the box then after clicking strain relief  install guiding bracket near to the box and click it into 
the base (see pic. 13). 
Make one loop on the slack storage and route fibers to the splice tray. Strip 900µm to bare fiber in marked point (see pic 10).
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8. Splicing

A heat shrink splice protector (4 pcs) or mechanical splice (CamSplice™ - 2 pcs) can be mounted in the Small Wall Terminal.

NOTE:
If required the fiber direction can be changed via the 2 routing hubs.


